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What happened this week?
This week Stats NZ released the Q4 reading for the Household Living-costs
Price Indexes (HLPIs). These data are similar to the Consumer’s Price Index
(CPI), which is the official measure of inflation in New Zealand, but the HLPIs
provide details on how the rising cost of living is impacting different
households (rather than just the “average” consumer). The data show that
while all households have seen a significant increase in living costs in recent
years, it’s been particularly challenging for beneficiaries, superannuitants, and
lower-income households (figure 1). Māori households have also seen
significant cost increases, over and above the average for New Zealand.
Figure 1. Household living-costs price indexes

Our other recent publications
are on page 2.

What’s the view?


GDP constrained by supply
more than demand



Labour market tighter than
ever, and very inflationary



Inflation way above target



Further OCR hikes towards
3.0% by April 2023 needed
to contain inflation

Our forecasts are on page 3.

Key risks to our view
Falling consumer and
business sentiment
derail momentum.
Falling house prices
could have a more
significant impact on
the economy than
expected.
Surging costs,
inflation expectations,
and highly inflationary
labour market could
be hard to rein in.
Omicron outbreak
causes severe
disruption and
shortages.

In the December quarter 2021, overall living costs were up 5.2% y/y for the
average household (that’s less than the 5.9% CPI inflation print due to
methodological differences). But in an interesting reversal of the trend in
figure 1, the largest cost of living increase has been experienced by the 20%
of households on the highest incomes, with costs up 5.4% y/y. That partly
reflects a 7.8% quarterly increase in the cost of interest payments in the
December quarter. For higher-income households, interest payments
represent a larger share of expenditure (eg if they have a mortgage on an
owner-occupied and/or investment property). This means that as the OCR
rises in an effort to dampen rising inflation pressures, the interest burden will
weigh significantly on those households. While higher interest rates won’t be
pleasant for highly indebted households, they are needed to dampen broader
inflation pressure and protect the purchasing power of all Kiwis’ incomes.

Key data summary
ANZ Truckometer – January. The heavy traffic index ticked down 0.5% m/m.
Performance of Manufacturing Index – January (Friday 11 February,
10:30am). Slipped 1.7 points to a still-expansionary 52.1.
Electronic Card Transactions – January (Friday 11 February, 10:45am).
Total card spending lifted 2.1% with a solid 3% gain in retail spending. Volatility
is beginning to settle down, but underlying momentum is still difficult to gauge,
particularly when high inflation is likely to be boosting values but suppressing
volumes.

Looking ahead
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Publications
ANZ produces
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What are we watching?
Next week we’ll get January data for food, rent, and house prices – our first
major domestic inflation readings for 2022. All three were key drivers of the
5.9% rise in consumer prices over 2021 (not to mention oil prices, which also
continued to rise in January). Global and domestic supply chain pressures and
labour shortages helped push food prices up 4.5% y/y last year. Even in
December, when food prices usually fall, we saw a 0.6% m/m lift. In recent
years, food prices have tended to rise about 1.5% m/m in January – and with
inflation around every corner, the chance of an upside surprise seems high.
Rents were also up strongly in 2021. The stocks measure (which is what feeds
through to the CPI) was up 3.7% in the year to December, but rents for new
tenancies were up an even-stronger 5.8% y/y, and that suggests there is
plenty of rental inflation in the pipeline. Rents usually increase 0.3% m/m in
January, but again, risks seem skewed to the upside.
Renting is becoming increasingly expensive, but home ownership is on another
level altogether! House prices, which are not directly measured in the CPI,
have lifted 45% since December 2019. And given the housing market and
construction activity tend to move together, it’s no wonder we’ve seen very
strong construction cost inflation (up 15.7% over 2021 as measured in the
CPI). But now the housing market is slowing and that should eventually take
some heat out of the CPI. We expect to see annual house price inflation
decelerate further in the January REINZ data next week. And falling auction
clearance rates in Auckland suggest there’s more softening to come (figure 2).
Figure 2. Auckland auction clearance rates and house price inflation

Click here for more.

Data calendar
Date

Data/event

Mon 14 Feb
(10:30am)
Mon 14 Feb
(10:45am)
Mon 14 Feb
(10:45am)
Tue 15 Feb
(09:00am)
Tue 15 Feb
(10:45am)
Wed 16 Feb
(early am)
Fri 18 Feb
(10:45am)
Wed 23 Feb
(2:00pm)
Thu 24 Feb
(10:45am)
Fri 25 Feb
(10:45am)
Mon 28 Feb
(1:00pm)

Performance
Services Index Jan
Food Price Index –
Jan
Rental Price Index
– Jan
REINZ Housing
Data - Jan
Net Migration –
Dec
GlobalDairyTrade
auction
PPI – Q4
RBNZ MPS
Merchandise Trade
– Jan
Retail Sales – Q4
ANZ Business
Outlook - Feb

The week ahead
RBNZ Inflation Expectations – Q1 (Friday 11 February, 3:00pm). Nearterm measures should rise, but the key test for the RBNZ are the 5 and 10-year.
Performance of Services Index – January (Monday 14 February,
10:30am). Has struggled to gain momentum since August.
Food Prices – January (Monday 14 February, 10:45am). Usual seasonal
movements suggest around a 1.5% m/m increase – but risks are to the upside.
Rental Price Index – January (Monday 14 February, 10:45am). Rents
usually lift 0.3% m/m in January – but rents were up strongly at the end of 2021.
REINZ House Prices – January (Tuesday 15 February, 9:00am). We expect
another small decline following December’s -0.5% m/m read (sa, ANZ estimate).
Net Migration – December (Tuesday 15 February, 10:45am). Flat at zero.
GlobalDairyTrade auction (Wednesday 16 February, early am). A further
5% lift in the GDT Price Index is anticipated as supply constraints bolster prices.
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Markets and forecasts
What’s happening in financial markets
Bond markets remain the key focus heading into the end of the week, with the bellwether US 10-year Treasury
bond yield at around 2.05% as we go to print. That’s almost 25bps above where it was this time a week ago, with
about half of that rise occurring overnight, in the wake of the surge in US annual headline CPI to a staggering
7.5%. Higher bond yields are clearly justified given that backdrop, unless one thinks a hard landing (which would
likely curtail rate hikes and inflation) is inescapable. All of this has had, and is likely to continue to have a
significant impact long end rates here, with the NZ 10-year swap rate back above 3% for the first time since late
2018 this morning, and the 5-year (the key driver of 5-year mortgage rates) not far behind at ~2.9%. Markets
have also been rocked by talk of 50bp hikes in the US and elsewhere, with several Fed officials calling for it in
speeches, and as we saw last week, four out of the nine committee members on the Bank of England’s MPC
actually voting for it. That has put the fear of a potential 50bp RBNZ hike back into the local market, with the vibe
changing from “why would they when they can signal it in their track, and it could spook the market” to “why
wouldn’t they if it’s largely priced in and they feel the need to rein in stimulus anyway”. On balance, we still think
a 25bp hike will get delivered, but the market won’t back away from 50 any time soon, and balanced expectations
of course mean we will see volatility on decision day. FX markets have become more volatile of late too. While the
NZD has benefitted from higher commodity prices, softer equities and flagging risk appetite are weighing. It’s
difficult to take a strong directional view on the Kiwi right now, but easy to see volatility remaining elevated.
Actual
FX rates

Forecast (end month)

Dec-21

Jan-22

Today

Mar-22

Jun-22

Sep-22

Dec-22

Mar-23

Jun-23

NZD/USD

0.683

0.657

0.667

0.650

0.660

0.680

0.700

0.700

0.700

NZD/AUD

0.942

0.935

0.931

0.929

0.930

0.932

0.933

0.933

0.933

NZD/EUR

0.600

0.589

0.584

0.580

0.579

0.591

0.598

0.593

0.588

NZD/JPY

78.6

75.9

77.4

73.5

75.2

78.2

81.2

81.2

81.2

NZD/GBP

0.506

0.490

0.492

0.474

0.478

0.486

0.490

0.483

0.483

NZ$ TWI

73.2

71.0

71.6

69.8

70.5

72.1

73.5

73.3

73.1

Dec-21

Jan-22

Today

Mar-22

Jun-22

Sep-22

Dec-22

Mar-23

Jun-23

NZ OCR

0.75

0.75

0.75

1.00

1.50

2.00

2.50

2.75

3.00

NZ 90 day bill

0.97

1.10

1.21

1.52

2.02

2.52

2.77

3.10

3.10

NZ 10-yr bond

2.39

2.60

2.82

2.70

2.90

3.10

3.40

3.50

3.50

Interest rates

Economic forecasts
Sep-21

Dec-21

Mar-22

Jun-22

Sep-22

Dec-22

Mar-23

Jun-23

Sep-23

GDP (% qoq)

-3.7

2.5

1.2

0.5

0.5

0.7

1.0

0.6

0.6

GDP (% yoy)

-0.3

2.6

2.3

0.4

4.8

2.9

2.7

2.8

2.9

CPI (% qoq)

2.2

1.4

1.3

0.9

1.2

0.8

0.8

0.7

0.8

CPI (% yoy

4.9

5.9

6.4

5.9

4.8

4.1

3.6

3.4

3.0

Employment (% qoq)

1.9

0.1

0.2

0.2

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

0.4

Employment (% yoy)

4.2

3.7

3.2

2.4

1.0

1.3

1.5

1.7

1.6

Unemployment Rate (% sa)

3.3

3.2

3.1

3.0

2.9

2.9

2.9

3.0

3.0

Figures in bold are forecasts. mom: Month-on-Month; qoq: Quarter-on-Quarter; yoy: Year-on-Year

Figure 3. GDP levels (Q4 2019= 100)
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Important notice
Last updated: 27 January 2022
This document (which may be in the form of text, image, video or audio) is intended for ANZ’s Institutional, Markets and
Private Banking clients. It should not be forwarded, copied or distributed. The opinions and research contained in this
document are (a) not personal advice nor financial advice about any product or service; (b) provided for information only; and
(c) intended to be general in nature and does not take into account your financial situation or goals.
This document may be restricted by law in certain jurisdictions. Persons who receive this document must inform themselves about and
observe all relevant restrictions.
Disclaimer for all jurisdictions: This document is prepared and distributed in your country/region by either: Australia and New Zealand
Banking Group Limited (ABN11 005 357 522) (ANZ); or its relevant subsidiary or branch (each, an Affiliate), as appropriate or as set out
below.
This document is distributed on the basis that it is only for the information of the specified recipient or permitted user of the relevant website
(recipients).
This document is solely for informational purposes and nothing contained within is intended to be an invitation, solicitation or offer by ANZ to
sell, or buy, receive or provide any product or service, or to participate in a particular trading strategy.
Distribution of this document to you is only as may be permissible by the laws of your jurisdiction, and is not directed to or intended for
distribution or use by recipients resident or located in jurisdictions where its use or distribution would be contrary to those laws or regulations,
or in jurisdictions where ANZ would be subject to additional licensing or registration requirements. Further, the products and services
mentioned in this document may not be available in all countries.
ANZ in no way provides any financial, legal, taxation or investment advice to you in connection with any product or service discussed in this
document. Before making any investment decision, recipients should seek independent financial, legal, tax and other relevant advice having
regard to their particular circumstances.
Whilst care has been taken in the preparation of this document and the information contained within is believed to be accurate, ANZ does not
represent or warrant the accuracy or completeness of the information Further, ANZ does not accept any responsibility to inform you of any
matter that subsequently comes to its notice, which may affect the accuracy of the information in this document.
Preparation of this document and the opinions expressed in it may involve material elements of subjective judgement and analysis. Unless
specifically stated otherwise: they are current on the date of this document and are subject to change without notice; and, all price
information is indicative only. Any opinions expressed in this document are subject to change at any time without notice.
ANZ does not guarantee the performance of any product mentioned in this document. All investments entail a risk and may result in both
profits and losses. Past performance is not necessarily an indicator of future performance. The products and services described in this
document may not be suitable for all investors, and transacting in these products or services may be considered risky.
ANZ expressly disclaims any responsibility and shall not be liable for any loss, damage, claim, liability, proceedings, cost or expense (Liability)
arising directly or indirectly and whether in tort (including negligence), contract, equity or otherwise out of or in connection with this
document to the extent permissible under relevant law. Please note, the contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory
body or authority in any jurisdiction.
ANZ and its Affiliates may have an interest in the subject matter of this document. They may receive fees from customers for dealing in the
products or services described in this document, and their staff and introducers of business may share in such fees or remuneration that may
be influenced by total sales, at all times received and/or apportioned in accordance with local regulatory requirements. Further, they or their
customers may have or have had interests or long or short positions in the products or services described in this document, and may at any
time make purchases and/or sales in them as principal or agent, as well as act (or have acted) as a market maker in such products. This
document is published in accordance with ANZ’s policies on conflicts of interest and ANZ maintains appropriate information barriers to control
the flow of information between businesses within it and its Affiliates.
Your ANZ point of contact can assist with any questions about this document including for further information on these disclosures of interest.
Country/region specific information: Unless stated otherwise, this document is distributed by Australia and New Zealand Banking Group
Limited (ANZ).
Australia. ANZ holds an Australian Financial Services licence no. 234527. For a copy of ANZ's Financial Services Guide please click here or
request from your ANZ point of contact.
Brazil. This document is distributed on a cross border basis and only following request by the recipient.
Brunei, India, Japan, Kuwait, Malaysia, Switzerland, Taiwan. This document is distributed in each of these jurisdictions by ANZ on a
cross-border basis.
Cambodia. The information contained in this document is confidential and is provided solely for your use upon your request. This does not
constitute or form part of an offer or solicitation of any offer to engage services, nor should it or any part of it form the basis of, or be relied in
any connection with, any contract or commitment whatsoever. ANZ does not have a licence to undertake banking operations or securities
business or similar business, in Cambodia. By requesting financial services from ANZ, you agree, represent and warrant that you are
engaging our services wholly outside of Cambodia and subject to the laws of the contract governing the terms of our engagement.
Chile. You understand and agree that ANZ Banking Group Limited is not regulated by Chilean Authorities and that the provision of this
document is not subject to any Chilean supervision and is not guaranteed by any regulatory or governmental agency in Chile.
Fiji. For Fiji regulatory purposes, this document and any views and recommendations are not to be deemed as investment advice. Fiji
investors must seek licensed professional advice should they wish to make any investment in relation to this document.
Hong Kong. This document is issued or distributed in Hong Kong by the Hong Kong branch of ANZ, which is registered at the Hong Kong
Monetary Authority to conduct Type 1 (dealing in securities), Type 4 (advising on securities) and Type 6 (advising on corporate finance)
regulated activities. The contents of this document have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong.
India. If this document is received in India, only you (the specified recipient) may print it provided that before doing so, you specify on it
your name and place of printing.
Macau. Click here to read the disclaimer for all jurisdictions in Mandarin. 澳门. 点击此处阅读所有司法管辖区的免责声明的中文版。
Myanmar. This document is intended to be general and part of ANZ’s customer service and marketing activities when implementing its
functions as a licensed bank. This document is not Securities Investment Advice (as that term is defined in the Myanmar Securities
Transaction Law 2013).
New Zealand. This material is for information purposes only and is not financial advice about any product or service. We recommend
seeking financial advice about your financial situation and goals before acquiring or disposing of (or not acquiring or disposing of) a financial
product.
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Oman. ANZ neither has a registered business presence nor a representative office in Oman and does not undertake banking business or
provide financial services in Oman. Consequently ANZ is not regulated by either the Central Bank of Oman or Oman’s Capital Market
Authority. The information contained in this document is for discussion purposes only and neither constitutes an offer of securities in Oman as
contemplated by the Commercial Companies Law of Oman (Royal Decree 4/74) or the Capital Market Law of Oman (Royal Decree 80/98),
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the Executive Regulations to the Capital Market Law (issued vide CMA Decision 1/2009). ANZ does not solicit business in Oman and the only
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such information or material has been requested from ANZ and the recipient understands, acknowledges and agrees that this document has
not been approved by the CBO, the CMA or any other regulatory body or authority in Oman. ANZ does not market, offer, sell or distribute
any financial or investment products or services in Oman and no subscription to any securities, products or financial services may or will be
consummated within Oman. Nothing contained in this document is intended to constitute Omani investment, legal, tax, accounting or other
professional advice.
People’s Republic of China (PRC). This document may be distributed by either ANZ or Australia and New Zealand Bank (China) Company
Limited (ANZ China). Recipients must comply with all applicable laws and regulations of PRC, including any prohibitions on speculative
transactions and CNY/CNH arbitrage trading. If this document is distributed by ANZ or an Affiliate (other than ANZ China), the following
statement and the text below is applicable: No action has been taken by ANZ or any affiliate which would permit a public offering of any
products or services of such an entity or distribution or re-distribution of this document in the PRC. Accordingly, the products and services of
such entities are not being offered or sold within the PRC by means of this document or any other document. This document may not be
distributed, re-distributed or published in the PRC, except under circumstances that will result in compliance with any applicable laws and
regulations. If and when the material accompanying this document relates to the products and/or services of ANZ China, the following
statement and the text below is applicable: This document is distributed by ANZ China in the Mainland of the PRC.
Qatar. This document has not been, and will not be:
• lodged or registered with, or reviewed or approved by, the Qatar Central Bank (QCB), the Qatar Financial Centre (QFC) Authority, QFC
Regulatory Authority or any other authority in the State of Qatar (Qatar); or
• authorised or licensed for distribution in Qatar, and the information contained in this document does not, and is not intended to,
constitute a public offer or other invitation in respect of securities in Qatar or the QFC.
The financial products or services described in this document have not been, and will not be:
• registered with the QCB, QFC Authority, QFC Regulatory Authority or any other governmental authority in Qatar; or
• authorised or licensed for offering, marketing, issue or sale, directly or indirectly, in Qatar.
Accordingly, the financial products or services described in this document are not being, and will not be, offered, issued or sold in Qatar, and
this document is not being, and will not be, distributed in Qatar. The offering, marketing, issue and sale of the financial products or services
described in this document and distribution of this document is being made in, and is subject to the laws, regulations and rules of,
jurisdictions outside of Qatar and the QFC. Recipients of this document must abide by this restriction and not distribute this document in
breach of this restriction. This document is being sent/issued to a limited number of institutional and/or sophisticated investors (i) upon their
request and confirmation that they understand the statements above; and (ii) on the condition that it will not be provided to any person
other than the original recipient, and is not for general circulation and may not be reproduced or used for any other purpose.
Singapore. This document is distributed in Singapore by ANZ solely for the information of “accredited investors”, “expert investors” or (as
the case may be) “institutional investors” (each term as defined in the Securities and Futures Act Cap. 289 of Singapore). ANZ is licensed in
Singapore under the Banking Act Cap. 19 of Singapore and is exempted from holding a financial adviser’s licence under Section 23(1)(a) of
the Financial Advisers Act Cap. 100 of Singapore. In respect of any matters arising from, or in connection with, the distribution of this
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